
The International School of Siem Reap
High School’s Student Representative
Council (SRC) has been working
tirelessly for the past three months on
a charity drive for Animals of Our
World, the animal sanctuary in Chreav
village. The student council members
have been collecting donations for
the stray animals and will soon be
making a trip to the sanctuary to
deliver them. During their visit, the
students will have the opportunity to
lend a helping hand by cleaning,
painting, and even baking special
treats for the animals. This SRC-run
event is the first animal charity drive
that has been undertaken at ISSR, and
we are thrilled with the results. We
would like to extend our heartfelt
thanks to all of the students, staff, and
families who participated in this
meaningful project. Your contributions
will make a positive impact on the
lives of the animals at Animals of Our
World.

“OUR ANIMAL  CHARITY DRIVE
WAS A SUCCESS “

HOW CAN WE
CONTINUE TO HELP?

Like and follow their Facebook page:
Animals of Our World Siem Reap

Become a monthly sponsor by
following the steps on their website
on Facebook. 

You can always drop dog or cat food
at the school reception and we will
ensure it is donated. 
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“�ពេ�គជ័យៃន
មូលនិធិជួយសេ��� ះសត�”

េតីេយីង�ចចូលរមួជួយ�ន�៉ង
ដូចេម�ចខ�ះ?

ចុច Like និង Follow ប�� ញសង�មរបស់
Animals of Our World Siem Reap

�ចចុះេ�� ះ�សប�រុសជន�ប�ែំខ �មរយៈ
េគហទំព័រផ�ូវ�រណ៍របស់ Animals of Our
World Siem Reap
បន��រជួយ�ចំណីសត� េ�យ�បគល់ឱ�េ�បុគ�លិក
រដ��លរបស់�� សិស�នុសិស�របស់េយីងនឹង
��ឱ��ន�ចំណីែដលបរ ��� គ�ងំេ�ះនឹងេ�
ដល់ទីកែន�ងជ�មកសត�។
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MS. CLAUDIA - ENGLISH FIRST
LANGUAGE

Term 3 -March 2023 

Our Year 10 English First Language class has
been exploring the art of storytelling
through drama, working with Ms. Claudia
and our special guest teacher, Mr. Toby, a
specialist in IGCSE drama. Mr. Toby has been
brought in specifically to guide the students
as they create skits depicting "Lost in
Malaysia". The students have risen to the
challenge of using language to imply and
hint at scenarios while also using their body
language to bring the story to life. The
results have been truly outstanding as the
students have worked hard to put together
their skits, showcasing their creativity and
language skills. We are thrilled with the
progress the students have made and can't
wait for you to see their fantastic work.
Keep an eye out for their performance in the
near future!"

A look into our classroom activities 

Get ready to be amazed at The International
School of Siem Reap! Our Year 8 Art class
has been busy using their skills and
creativity to create stunning ice sculptures.
These sculptures had to be created in only
one hour and needed to create ephemeral
sculpture. Under the guidance of our
talented Art teacher, Ms. Sol, the students
worked in teams using heat, chisels, and
other equipment to bring their vision to life.
Not only was this a fun and educational
experience for the students, but the end
result is truly a work of art. Stay up to date
by following our social media channels to
see their incredible creations as they are
revealed! Don't miss out on the opportunity
to see their amazing works of art. 

MS. SOL - ART & DESIGN



�ពឹត�ិ�រណ៍�ប�ែំខ

មុខវ��� ��អង់េគ�ស របស់អ�ក�គ�
CLAUDIA 

�តី�សទី៣-ែខមី� �� ២ំ០២៣ 

    សិស�នុសិស��� ក់ទី១០ ែដលេរ�ន��អង់េគ�សក�មឹត
��ទីមួយ �នែស�ងយល់អំពី�រនិ�នេរ�ង �មរយៈ
េមេរ�ន�រសែម�ង។ អ�ក�គ� Claudia �នសហ�រ�មួយ
េ�ក�គ� Toby �គ�បេ�ង�នក�មិត IGCSE ែដល�នជំ�ញ
និងបទពិេ�ធន៍េលីមុខវ ��� សែម�ង �នដឹក�សិំស�នុសិស�
ចង�កង�រសែម�ងេរ�ងមួយែដល�នចំណងេជីង� ”វេង�ង
េ��បេទស�៉េឡសីុ”។ 

   សិស�នុសិស��នយកឈ�ះនូវឧបសគ� ៃន�រេ�បី��ស់
��អង់េគ�ស េដីម�ីសែម�ង��ច់េរ�ង និងពន�ល់ពី
�� ន�ព ��ផងែដរ ។ �ពិត�អ�� រ��ស់ ចំេ�ះ�រ
ខិតខំ�បឹងែ�បងរបស់ពួកេគ ក�ងុ�រចង�កង�រសែម�ង
ែដលេ�េពញេ�េ�យេទពេ�សល� �រេចះេ�បី��ស់គំនិត
ៃច��បឌិត និង�រេ�បី��ស់��អងេគ�សរបស់ពួកេគ ។ 

 េ�ក�គ� អ�ក�គ�ពិត��នេ�ទន�ព ចំេ�ះ�រអភិវឌ�ន៍
សមត��ពរបស់សិស�នុសិស� េហីយពួក�ត់ សង�ឹម�
សិស�នុសិស�នឹង�ន�រសែម�ងដ៏អ�� រ�បែន�មេទ�ត។
សូមរង�ទំស���រសែម�ងរបស់ពួកេគេ�េពលអ�គតដ៏ខ�ី
�ងមុខ ! "

សកម��ពសិស�នុសិស�ែផ�កវ �ទ�ល័យ

 សូមែណ�ជូំននូវរ�បទដ៍គួរឱ�ស�ប់សរេសីរ ពី��
អន�រ�តិ ISSR! �លពីេពលថ�ីៗកន�ងេ�េនះ សិស�នុសិស�
�� ក់ទី៨ ែដលេរ�នមុខវ ��� សិល�ៈ �នខិតខំៃឆ��បឌិតគំនិតថ�ី
�៉ងម�ញឹក �មួយនឹងជំ�ញរបស់ពួកេគ េ�យពួកេគ
�ន�� ក់របូដ៏រស់រេវ �កេ�េលី�� ងំទឹកកក។  ច�� ក់ទឹកកក�ងំ
េ�ះេ�បីេពក�តឹមែតមួយេ�៉ងបុ៉េ�� ះ េ��ម�រដឹក� ំ និង
�រែណ�ទំ�មង់ទិសពីអ�ក�គ� Sol ែដល��គ�បេ�ង�នមុខវ ���
សិល�ៈរបស់េយីង សិស�នុសិស��ងំអស់�ន េធ�ី�ររមួ��
��ក �ម �មួយនឹងឧបករណ៍�េ�ចីន�បេភទេផ�ងៗ��  រហតូ
�� ក់េចញ�របូ�ងនូវអ�ែីដលពួកេគ�សេមីល�សៃម៉។ 

 សកម��ព�ងំេ�ះ មិន�តឹមែតផ�ល់�ពរ �ក�យដល់
សិស�នុសិស�បុ៉េ�� ះេទ ែត�គឺលទ�ផលៃន�� ៃដសិល�ៈដ៏
គួរឱ��ប់�រម�ណ៍របស់សិស�នុសិស�ផងែដរ។ សូមរង�ំ
ទស�� និង�ម�ន�� ៃដេផ�ងៗេទ�ត�េពល�ងមុខរបស់
សិស�នុសិស��មរយៈប�� ញសង�មរបស់��។ 

មុខវ��� សិល�ៈ និងរច� របស់អ�ក�គ� SOL


